Ishita Pande's innovative study provides a dual biography of India's path-breaking Child Marriage Restraint Act (1929) and of “age” itself as a key category of identity for upholding the rule of law, and for governing intimate life in late colonial India. Through a reading of legislative assembly debates, legal cases, government reports, propaganda literature, Hindi novels, and sexological tracts, Pande tells a wide-ranging story about the importance of debates over child protection to India's coming of age. By tracing the history of age in colonial India, she illuminates the role of law in sculpting modern subjects, demonstrating how seemingly natural age-based exclusions and understandings of legal minority became the alibi for other political exclusions and the minoritization of entire communities in colonial India. In doing so, Pande highlights how childhood as a political category was fundamental not just to ideas of sexual norms and domestic life but also to the conceptualization of citizenship and India as a nation in this formative period.
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0.1 (a) “Photo by M. Moyca Newell. Hindu Mother and Child. She feeds it opium when it cries,” from Mayo, *Mother India*. (b) Mayo was not alone in trafficking in the image of childhood to pass off her ideology as a purely “moral” position. “The Beloved Tingalu,” posed with a doll, appeared in Carmichael, *Lotus Buds*. This book, which included fifty illustrations, bears witness to an early and powerful use of the imagery of children for ideological ends – in this case, the cause of Christianity.

1.1 Boyle Chunder Sen’s presentation included “a table showing the age [of marriage] which eminent medical men, European and Indian, thought most conducive to the well-being of the Indian community [in 1872].”

2.1 Page showing information on India from the League of Nation’s 1927 report comparing the legal ages of marriage and consent from member states.

2.2 In the age returns for India, only 82 per 1,000 reported the age of nineteen, but a disproportionate 378 per thousand returned the age of twenty. The tendency to report age in even multiples of 5 rose with the lack of literacy and numeracy elsewhere but appeared in the “most exaggerated form” in India (Baines, “Peradventures,” 294).

2.3 The image of the table showing preferred “digits of age” returned in the 1911 census, with most ages returned ending in 0 (Column 1), the second favorite being multiples of 5 (Column 6), and with a marked preference for ages ending in the digit 2 (Column 3).

2.4 (a, b) Charts and illustrations explaining how dentition could be studied to prove age. From *Lyon’s Medical Jurisprudence for India*, 44–45. These images were
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reproduced from an edition of Alexander Macalister, *A Text-Book of Human Anatomy* (London: Charles Griffin, 1889), pointing to the paucity of updated research on age determination specifically for India. 112

2.5 Measurements of height and weight for Europeans at different ages from which Indian ages were to be extrapolated, based on the handy tip that in India “the average height and weight is lower than that of Europeans.” From Lyon’s *Medical Jurisprudence for India*, 46. The chart remained unmodified from the 1904 edition, pointing once again to the paucity of research specific to India in this regard. 114

3.1 (a, b) Forms required to seek exemption from the Indore Child Marriage Prevention Act. The other forms of registration intended to ensure enforcement included a local register of marriages, a statement submitted by the *subha* on underage marriages with and without permission, and a statement submitted by a magistrate. 159

4.1 (a) Cover page of Phadke, *Sex Problem in India* and (b) an advertisement for Phadke’s text in Pillay, *Welfare Problems in Rural India*. 179

4.2 (a, b) The sources mentioned in Phadke, *Sex Problem in India*. 182

4.3 (a) Cover page of Das, *Sachitra Vivahit Anand*, and (b) an envelope marked “Confidential,” containing tips to improve sex life, attached to the back cover. 184

4.4 The image of a table from Krishnan, *Sex Education of Children in India*. 196

4.5 An illustration from Pillay, *Sex Knowledge for Girls and Adolescents*, after H. M. Grant. 205

5.1 A graph from Hart, “Age Combinations at Marriage.” 224
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